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Viking Age Sword Types as illustrated by Jan Petersen in ...
Viking Age Sword Types as illustrated by Jan Petersen in De Norsk Vikingesverd (1919) ~ p Petersen's Typology of Viking Swords Author: prepared
by Lee A Jones Keywords: Viking,sword,Petersen Created Date: 12/18/2002 5:01:46 PM
vIKING SWORDS - history.org.ua
Viking Age swords: A typological-chronological study of Viking Age weaponry The book was only the irst part of his extensive research programme
that aimed at the systematisation and chronological ordering of the main groups of the Viking Age material culture – weaponry, jewellery and tools
(Petersen
Recommended Reading List - Albion Swords Ltd
Swords of the Viking Age by Ian Peirce, Ewart Oakeshott (Introduction) (available on Amazoncom) The Sword in Anglo-Saxon England: Its
Archaeology and Literature by Hilda Ellis Davidson, Ewart Oakeshott (Introduction) (available on Amazoncom) The Book of the Sword by Richard F
Burton (available on Amazoncom) Swords and Daggers: An
Swords of the Viking Age - obleutilt.firebaseapp.com
Swords of the Viking Age By Ian Peirce, Ewart Oakeshott Swords of the Viking Age By Ian Peirce, Ewart Oakeshott This beautifully illustrated work
fills a gap in the literature in English on the swords made and used in northern Europe during the Viking age, between …
Indigenous and imported Viking Age weapons in Norway – a ...
The numerous Viking Age swords and spearheads found in Norway are a mix-ture of indigenous and imported items, but sound criteria for
distinguishing between the two origins are lacking While Petersen’s and other sword typologies are based on the hilts, the debate has mostly been
centred on
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Wieldability Assessments of Viking Age Swords
Wieldability Assessments of Viking Age Swords In closely examining the many swords included in Swords of the Viking Age, author Ian Peirce had
the opportunity to ‘get the feel’ of several of the swords ‘in-hand’ and has recorded his observations briefly in the table below Further definition and
discussion of
The ‘Living’ Sword in Early Medieval Northern Europe: An ...
of swords as living artefacts, and strengthening the bond between warrior and weapon This special connection between swords and violence is
interpreted as contributing to the symbolic potency of swords in early medieval Northern Europe This thesis adopts …
Scabbard Chapes From Viking Age Norway
could come from the Viking Age Rørvik Found together with a spearhead, an oval brooch and a part of scales in bog Buvarp/Kolnes Found in a mound
together with a spearhead, a knife, a buckle and a X type sword Ballerud Found in 1805 and stored in a personal collection in Copenhagen Ringsaker
Stray find found by metal detectorist Terje
STUDIES OF VIKING AGE SWORDS: METALLOGRAPHY AND …
STUDIES OF VIKING AGE SWORDS: METALLOGRAPHY AND ARCHAEOLOGY ESTUDIOS SOBRE ESPADAS DE ÉPOCA VIKINGA:
METALOGRAFÍAS Y ARQUEOLOGÍA POR Ev a El i s a b E t h as t r u p * a n d ir m E l i n ma rt E n s **1 ab s t r a c t - rE s u m E n The paper is a
comment on Alan Williams investigation ‘A Metallurgical Study of some Viking Swords’ puA metallurgical study of some viking swords
few pieces of iron and steel, or even a single piece of steel Swords with «Ulfberht» or related inscriptions were the most famous of these The results
of the metallurgical study of 44 specimens from «Ulfberht» swords, as well as some other Viking-age swords, together with electron microanalyses
carried out on selected examples, are preViking Age Arms and Armor Originating in the Frankish …
Viking Age Arms and Armor Originating in the Frankish Kingdom 38 The Hilltop Review, Spring 2011 12 R Hughes and D Whitehouse, Mohammed,
Charlemagne and the Origins of Europe, (Cornell, 1983) 13 Coupland There have been fewer Frankish swords found in Viking excavated
Grzegorz Żabiński VIKING AGE SWORDS FROM SCOTLAND
Although a majority of Viking Age swords from works on Viking Age swords by J Petersen Scotland may be related to the Norse based on (1919), A
Geibig (1991), M Jakobsson (1992) find contexts (graves), there is also a group of finds and I Peirce (2004) Furthermore, numerous from other not
necessarily Norse-related contexts
Article A Double Edged Sword: Swords, bodies and ...
concerning Anglo-Saxon and Viking-age swords and argue that these strands of evidence converge on the construction of mortuary identities and
particular personhoods The placement of the sword in funerary contexts is important because it is worn close to the body, intermingling with the
physical person
A NEW ANALYSIS OF VIKING-AGE SWORDS FROM THE …
A New Analysis of Viking-Age Swords 225 to corrosion, we arrive at an average original weight of the weapons - from 1450 to 1500 grams Based on
the type of burial, its …
The Viking Age
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Table of Contents The Viking Age Tell It Again!™ read-Aloud Anthology Alignment Chart for The Viking Age v Introduction to The Viking Age 1
Lesson 1: Who Were the Vikings? 10 Lesson 2: Home of the Vikings 26 Lesson 3: Viking Life 39 Lesson 4: Viking Raiders and Traders 52
Valkyries or Valiant Women? The World of Women, Weapons ...
in Viking Age Scandinavia A Lecture Review Andrea Pintar women with swords or shields as being associated with the Valkyries, an idea that has
been romanticized over 1000 years The Valkyrie
CHARISMA, VIOLENCE AND WEAPONS
swords dated to the Viking Age (750–1000 AD) 260 of these swords (163 %) have visible signs of bending or twisting the blade done prior to the
deposition16 The damage on the sword blades varies, from a slight twist to a completely folded or whirled blade (fig 52) For the former, there are
two main forms of bending, the
Irish Medieval Swords c. 1170-1600
characteristic of the Viking Age but rather suggests a twelfth-century date In this she is mistaken as this hilt form occurs well within the Viking
period; a sword with a similar hilt, for instance, occurred in a grave at Sandeherred, Norway, dated to c 950 ad (Oakeshott 1964, fig 4) Davidson
adds, however, that the ornament on no 9, which
48-JLS-0069 The Virtual Armory Interactive Qualifying ...
1 48-JLS-0069 The Virtual Armory Interactive Qualifying Project Proposal Submitted to the Faculty of the WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
in partial fulfillment of the requirements for graduation
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